ACCELERATING BUSINESS INTEGRATION:
SEVEN DESIGN-TIME AUTOMATION EXAMPLES

Business integration middleware has become the
essential “glue” that connects applications,
services, data, and external partners with each
other and automates business processes and
data communications, replacing costly and
inefficient manual activities.
But the demand for increasing levels of business
integration has outstripped the capacity of many
IT organizations to deliver needed integration.
This deficit is a source of serious business
problems, ranging from lost business and
performance penalties to increased expenditures
on external consultant services.
The key to reducing integration costs, increasing
IT staff efficiency, and hastening the onset of
business integration benefits is to cut integration
delivery time, by applying automation to designEXTOL International, Inc.
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time activities.
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INTRODUCTION *

Design-Time Automation refers to the application of
automation strategies to the creation and maintenance of
business integration applications.
In the same ways that automated business processes
save time and reduce errors in business activities,
Design-Time Automation accelerates delivery of new
integration applications and reduces errors in
implementation and maintenance activities, when
compared to using model-driven specification or object
repurposing, alone.
Design-Time Automation differs from model-driven specification and object repurposing
in several important respects:
1.

It employs external metadata, sample data, generation templates,
configured heuristics, and other machine-readable inputs to generate
configured business integration objects. These inputs supply information
that would otherwise be provided by a human being through a modeling
tool interface. For example, a simple business process can be generated
using inputs provided by a visual process scaffold, wizard, or other form
of template.

2.

User interaction occurs at a much higher level, as numerous, lower-level
configuration inputs are replaced by fewer, much higher-level control
inputs. An important consequence of this is that the amount of time
needed to generate configured objects is much less than the time
needed to configure them manually.

3.

Because the object configuration process is automated, the results are
consistent and predictable. The main determinants of object quality
become the correctness of external metadata inputs (e.g., database
catalog information when generating a database document schema) and
the judgments made by the user, when entering control inputs.

4.

Depending on the context and type of generation, multiple objects that
would otherwise need to be specified separately can be generated at the
same time. This becomes a source of major time savings when defining
source and target document definitions, data transformations, partner
endpoints, and other object types that occur in large numbers or which
contain many constituent objects.

Design-Time Automation automates the production of configured objects using
object generation engines and tools that employ a variety of generation inputs and
object generation strategies. Generation engines may operate as stand-alone tools, or
may be integrated functions within modeling tools, especially when human decisionmaking is required during the generation process. For example, the process of
generating a data transformation might require the user choose from multiple possible
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source-target matching options, so it is best implemented as an integrated function of a
data mapping tool.
Design-Time Automation can be applied to the generation of business document
schemas, data transformation maps, trading partner endpoints, adapters, events,
business processes, and tasks. In addition, some maintenance activities, like
migrating data transformation maps to accommodate changes in source or target
documents, are also candidates for Design-Time Automation.
Design-Time Automation is, by nature, situational. No one automation strategy fits all
cases, because differing output requirements, circumstances, degrees of freedom, and
generation input availability demand different approaches. Achieving large overall
improvements in design-time productivity requires application of multiple automation
strategies, sometimes in combination.
When Design-Time Automation is applied to the full range of examples covered
below, project time savings of 60% or more can be achieved by businesses with
high levels of interface and document volatility.

* This paper examines seven examples that illustrate the most commonly encountered
design-time automation strategies for business integration. For a more complete
introduction to Design-time Automation and the business case for adopting it, see part 1,
“ACCELERATING BUSINESS INTEGRATION: THE CASE FOR DESIGN-TIME
AUTOMATION” or visit www.extol.com to download the complete, 2-part white paper.
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DESIGN-TIME AUTOMATION EXAMPLES
Example 1: Generating Document Schemas for Data Transformation
The most common example of Design-Time Automation is generation of source and
target document definitions (“schemas”) that are used in data transformations. And the
most common strategy for generating document schemas is to repurpose and convert
external metadata. Where no external metadata exists to define a document type or
instance, document schemas can be generated from sample document instances.
Figure E1 shows some common external metadata sources for generating document
schemas that can be used for business integration:
•

XML schemas and Document Type Definitions (DTDs) for XML documents

•

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) documents for web service content

•

X12, EDIFACT, and related standards metadata for EDI documents

•

Database catalog metadata for database document schemas

•

Proprietary application vendor metadata formats, e.g., for SAP IDOCs or Oracle EC
Gateway documents

Generation of document schemas from external metadata sources like the ones above
usually can be automated entirely, once the user provides basic control inputs like
document name, version, and description. But generation of document schemas from
sample document instances typically requires additional inputs from the user, such as:
•

Flat file schema generation: record format (fixed / delimited), record types (for
multiple format files), and field names, boundaries, lengths, and types

•

Spreadsheet schema generation: generation scope (single / multiple worksheets),
relative locations of fixed and repeating worksheet areas, locations of row and
column totals, whitespace areas, and row, column, and cell names (if not present in
the spreadsheet)

Figure E1: Options for
generating document schemas
for data transformation,
validation, and routing from
external metadata and sample
documents.

Because specification of these additional schema generation inputs is driven by
navigation within sample documents, schema generation from sample data is best
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implemented by interactive tools that guide the process of capturing generation control
inputs. When the range of possible document characteristics is not represented fully in
the document instance used for generation, the generated schema can be extended
using a document schema modeling tool.
Document schema generation is a significant source of integration project time saving –
as much as one hundred to one for the document definition activity–especially when
defining documents with hundreds or thousands of elements. Schema generation from
document instances doesn’t save as much time as generation from metadata, but can
still reduce document definition time to a fraction of the time needed for manual definition
of the same documents.

Example 2: Generating Data Transformation Maps
Generation of data transformations is the most challenging example of Design-Time
Automation, because of the complexity of the generated outputs. Data transformations
are complex container objects, consisting of tens to thousands of source-target
associations and transformation functions, which are related by sequencing, logical
conditions, and hierarchical grouping.
Repurposing data transformations is an effective time-saving strategy, but even
when a base map is available that is similar to the one needed, modifying the base
map to produce the desired result remains a time-consuming, manual activity.
Dictionary-driven automation, which suggests source-to-target matches based on known
data element associations can help, but does not produce all of the structure-level
conditions, sequencing, transformation functions, and other requirements for complete
maps. And when brand new source-target combinations must be mapped, neither
repurposing nor dictionaries are of any use, but pattern-matching heuristics, which
discover possible source-to-target associations based on name, description, and type
similarities, can provide substantial assistance.
When data transformation mapping is performed manually by a user, understanding the
situational nature of mapping strategies–when repurposing makes sense, what clues to
look for when matching sources to targets, how source and target document organization
affect target document population, how transformation semantics differ for EDI versus
XML versus flat files, and so on–is the result of experience and experimentation. This is
the reason that the data transformation mapping process has been so resistant to
automation attempts, and why so many past automation attempts have fallen short.
Effective strategies for generating data transformations must take into account the
complexity and situational nature of data transformation mapping. Figure E2 shows one
approach that does this by integrating a mapping engine that employs multiple sourcetarget matching and transform generation functions with a rule-based transformation
mapping tool. Integrating the mapping engine with the tool interface enables user
approval of generated source-target matches and transforms before rule suggestions are
applied. Combining multiple mapping methods in the engine, under the governance of
configurable fuzzy optimization, enables optimal application of different rule generation
methods to occur, based on source and target document characteristics and the nature
of available engine inputs (mapping history, source-target dictionaries, configured
matching heuristics, etc.)
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Figure E2: Gross architecture
for an automated data
transformation mapping solution
that employs multiple methods to
account for different mapping
situations and inputs.

Data transformation mapping is the most time consuming activity in the Business
Integration lifecycle. With potential time savings that range from 10% (when mapping
unfamiliar documents with the assistance of automated matching heuristics) to over 90%
(when mapping familiar document combinations using automated history-driven rule
generation), automated generation of data transformations is the most effective
way to reduce overall integration life cycle costs.

Example 3: Generating Trading Partner Endpoints for EDI
Setting up trading partners for automated EDI processing can be a minor
distraction or a major headache, depending on the number of partner-message
type permutations that must be configured. The amount of time needed for partner
setup is greatest when migrating from legacy EDI translators to newer B2B integration
middleware; because every current combination of trading partner and message type
must be configured in the new system. In some cases, this translates to thousands of
setup steps.
In certain kinds of businesses–transportation, logistics, wholesale distribution, and others
that mediate value chains for many trading partners–trading partner setup can be a
constant requirement that consumes a substantial amount of IT staff time.
One example of an automated trading partner setup strategy is depicted in Figure E3.
The strategy is to extract the information needed for runtime message routing from
sample EDI data, supplied by each trading partner. This is similar to the strategy of
generating document schemas from sample documents described earlier, in Example 1,
but applied to a different metadata requirement.
In this example, EDI partner endpoints are generated by an EDI Endpoint Generator
process that:
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•

Analyzes the EDI data sample

•

Extracts from the EDI envelopes the attributes needed for message routing
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•

Generates partner endpoint objects, populating them with the message routing
attributes (partner ID, document type, document version, etc.)

If the EDI middleware supports more than one trading partner endpoint organization
option, for example, presenting endpoints in partner hierarchies versus document
hierarchies, the generation process might be governed by templates or other control
inputs.

Figure E3: The relationship
between EDI partner endpoint
generation at design-time (left)
and endpoint-driven message
routing at runtime (right).

At runtime, an automated Message Router uses the generated trading partner endpoints
to determine which business process or communication service to call for each inbound
or outbound EDI message. Externalizing routing concerns in this way simplifies EDI
integration, so that each business process need only be concerned with the requirements
for processing a single EDI message type.
In cases where substantial trading partner and EDI document volatility is present, the
time saved by generating EDI partner endpoints can be significant. In other cases, the
benefits of endpoint generation surface mainly when M&A or EDI middleware migration
events occur, and in such cases, days of tedious, error-prone manual setup and testing
effort can be avoided.

Example 4: Generating Adapters, Monitors, and Events
Adapters are configured integration objects that mediate communications between
business processes and various types of intra- and extra-enterprise resources.
Examples include file, database, messaging, API, and web service adapters for
connections with applications, services, and data inside the enterprise, and AS2, FTP,
email, and web service adapters for connections with external trading partners and
services. When implemented correctly, adapters can be “plugged in” to business
processes interchangeably, with little or no impact on process semantics.
Adapter configuration is generally driven by user interface templates that offer a limited
range of configuration options. As a result, the configuration process is relatively fast and
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straightforward, making automation pointless, except when an adapter is generated as
part of a larger automation process, or when the configuration is generated for a special
kind of adapter–a monitor.
Monitors are processes that “listen” for data or respond to changes in a resource. They
are usually implemented as server processes, and unlike other kinds of adapters, they
generally “push” data to business processes, rather than responding only to “pull”
requests.
Because monitors and business processes operate asynchronously, monitors push data
to business processes using a mediating service–usually an event service–that manages
process activation and routes monitor-supplied data to the activated business processes.
Monitors are frequently implemented as self-contained software systems, as is the case
for many AS2 and web service implementations.
One special class of monitor–the change data capture monitor–is especially useful for
non-invasive integration between applications. Application outputs that take the form of
database changes and file operations can be detected and passed automatically to
downstream applications, by change data capture monitors.

Figure E4a: A database monitor
architecture designed to
automate processing of datarelated events without coding, by
generating database triggers and
business events that activate
event-specific business
processes.

For example, an order entry application (e.g., one implemented using a web portal) that
inserts orders and order changes into a database can be integrated with accounting,
warehouse management, or procurement applications, with external fulfillment or
logistics service providers, and even with the originating customer by using a database
monitor to pass order information to downstream business integration processes, via an
event service.
Figure E4a shows the basic architecture of a database monitor that is implemented using
database triggers and stored procedures. When database INSERTs, UPDATEs, and
DELETEs occur in monitored tables, database triggers fire, invoking a stored procedure
that passes a message containing information about the database operation (e.g., the
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column values for an INSERT) to an external event manager–represented here as an
Integration Broker–which activates an appropriate business process, and passes the
database message to it, for processing. The business process can then post the data to
another application, send an email notification, update a business intelligence database,
or perform any number of other actions needed.
Traditionally, database monitors have been implemented through the cooperative efforts
of Database Administrators and Programmers, using a combination of database and
programming skills and tools. The time needed to implement a new database monitor
might be measured in hours or sometimes days, if the skilled individuals needed for
implementation were not available.
But the right Design-Time Automation strategy can reduce the time needed to create and
configure database monitors from hours to a few minutes. By generating and installing
database triggers, events, and rules for stored procedure filtering, marshaling, and
communications, creating database monitors becomes a configuration process, instead
of a programming exercise. In this case, Design-Time Automation not only slashes
implementation time, it also simplifies specification and eliminates the requirement
to involve DBAs and programmers.
When application outputs occur in the form of a file system operation (e.g., writing a file
to a directory), change data capture can be implemented using a File System Monitor, as
shown in Figure E4b. Configuring a file system monitor is comparatively simple, because
file system operations are less granular than database operations, and filtering is usually
limited to file location, name, and other folder attributes.

Figure E4b: A file system
monitor architecture designed
to automate processing of
data-related events without
coding, by generating folder
activity filters and business
events that activate eventspecific business processes.

However, like database monitors, file system monitors tend to operate asynchronously,
so configuration requires generation of events and event signatures, so that file handles
can be passed to business processes, when file system operations are detected.
Automating the creation and installation of these objects shortens delivery time and
reduces the incidence of configuration errors.
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Example 5: Generating Web Services
Web services have become an important element of business integration, by
enabling connections with applications, external partners, and service providers in
a platform- and location-independent manner. In most new applications, web services
have replaced proprietary interfacing mechanisms, establishing consistent requestresponse semantics that facilitate integration.
In Business Integration terms, a web service is an adapter implementation mechanism.
Web services can be used to transport business data payloads to or from business
processes for integration with downstream resources to expose business processes that
provide on-demand access to data and application resources, or to retrieve information,
on demand, for use in data validations, transformations, enrichment, or other integration
functions.
The two most common web service protocols are SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
and REST (Representational State Transfer). Both protocols can be used to invoke web
services (“Consumer” implementation) or to respond to web service requests (“Provider”
implementation).
Figure E5 shows the relationship between web services and business processes in an
integration context. Communication between business processes and web services is
mediated by Integration Broker services for two reasons:
1.

Web service Providers and business processes execute asynchronously, so
an Event service is required to mediate connections between them

2.

For both Consumer and Provider cases, the Integration Broker hides the
details of low-level web service protocols, including data marshaling,
enveloping, retries, and error-handling, to simplify use of web services in
integration objects.

Using web services for Business Integration involves two Design-Time activities:
1.

Creation of web service Consumers and Providers

2.

Integration of Consumers and Providers with business processes, data
transformations, and possibly other integration objects.

Effective Design-Time Automation strategies for web service integration take both of
these requirements into account.
The left side of Figure E5 depicts a Design-Time Automation approach using wizarddriven configurators that generate web service Consumers and Providers for SOAP and
REST protocols. Once generated, Provider services are activated using an administrative
dashboard or similar interface. The Configurators also generate business process shells
for Providers and web service Actions for Consumers to facilitate integration with
business process and data transformation functions.
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Figure E5: A strategy for
generating web service
consumers and providers for
integration with internal and
external applications and
services.

When compared to web service implementation and integration using code-based web
services toolkits, Design-Time Automation can save more than 90% of the time required
for delivery. But even when compared to stand-alone web service generator tools,
Design-Time Automation saves time by generating objects that facilitate use of
web services in integration functions.

Example 6: Generating Business Processes and Tasks
Like data transformations, business processes are complex container objects.
Business processes contain process task objects–like adapter tasks, data transformation
tasks, notification tasks, sub-process invocation tasks, and external API Call tasks that
are related by sequencing dependencies, grouping, and logical conditions. This
complexity, along with the fact that business process contents and organization are
highly situational, makes it difficult to apply Design-Time Automation to the generation of
business processes.
Process modeling tools, as exemplified by the diagram on the left side of Figure E6,
provide intuitive and easy to use interfaces for specifying business process behavior. The
tool user drags shapes, representing task objects, from a palette onto a diagram canvas,
and then “wires” the shapes together using line connectors, to represent process and
data flows. Process modeling is a very flexible and broadly applicable method for
specifying business processes, because the user can define explicitly every aspect of
process behavior, limited only by the semantics of available task and connector types.
While there is no single Design-Time Automation strategy for generating all possible
business processes, there are common classes of integration processes that can be
generated, by imposing constraints on process scope and organization.
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For example, normal inbound and outbound processing of EDI data conforms to a
predictable range of tasks and task sequencing. The main integration tasks required for
EDI processing are message routing (driven by partner endpoints), input and output
adapter invocations (to communicate with external trading partners and internal
application and data resources) and data transformation invocations (to transform
inbound EDI data to a required application format, or vice-versa).

Figure E6: A comparison
between process modeling and
process generation using
templates and wizards.

The middle section of Figure E6 shows a Design-Time Automation strategy for
generating targeted classes of business processes using wizards to capture generation
inputs. A wizard program or template, which determines required and optional generation
inputs and implements generation methods for supported outputs, drives the generation
process for a class of business process. In addition to generating the business process
itself, the wizard resolves task references to existing configured objects (e.g., previously
created adapters or transformations), and when possible, generates objects that cannot
be resolved. Typically, data transformations and other complex objects are modeled
separately. The generated result is a project object that contains not just a business
process, but also the subsidiary objects on which the process depends.
The right side of Figure E6 depicts a second Design-Time Automation strategy for
building integration processes and projects, based on project scaffolds. A project scaffold
is a configuration framework that defines required and optional process tasks, referential
task and data dependencies, and specification completeness criteria for a given project
pattern. The scaffold is used by a graphical project modeler tool to guide the population
of each node in the project scaffold, either by dragging a reusable object into place or by
creating a new object of the appropriate type, in context. Color coding tracks the
completion status of each node in the scaffold, and offers cues for next steps. At the end
of the population sequence, the graphical project modeler can generate the final
business process object(s), based on the process pattern(s) incorporated in the scaffold.
Wizards and scaffolds offer equivalent generative power, but the scaffold approach is
less rigidly serialized and offers more usable feedback during the specification process.
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Both offer productivity gains over process modeling by constraining the range of
permissible inputs and providing guidance and feedback that speed completion. While
this reduces the range of business processes to which they can be applied, larger, more
complex projects that consist of multiple, interrelated business processes can often be
decomposed into smaller, more tractable base patterns that can be generated in steps,
using a wizard or scaffold-based tool.

Example 7: Automating the Migration of Data Transformations
On average, about three-fourths of a typical IT budget is allocated to maintaining existing
systems due to the need to keep pace with changes in business and IT environments.
The nature of Business Integration middleware makes it especially susceptible to
the impact of environmental change, because it connects a multitude of
applications, services, data resources, and partner interfaces, all of which
experience changes across their lifecycles.
The impacts of some changes, like operating system changes, database changes, and
application version changes, can be mitigated by good software architecture. But
changes in interface content and semantics, even if not disruptive at the implementation
level, can cause problems at the business level that require a maintenance response.
Common examples of interface documents that, when changed, can impact integration
processes and business operations, include:
•

Application interface files, messages, or APIs

•

Flat files, spreadsheets, and databases used for internal integration and data sharing

•

EDI, XML, flat file, or spreadsheet documents used for trading partner integration

Even minor changes in these documents, like insertion of new data elements, removal of
data elements, or changes in data element names or types, must be reflected in the
source and target document schemas used for data validation and transformation, and in
the data transformations themselves, in order to ensure correct integration outcomes.
The volume of such document changes in a typical business can be surprisingly high,
particularly when a business integrates with many customers, using partner-specific
document types and versions. Changes can also occur unexpectedly and disruptively,
with little or no lead time. Avoiding customer dissatisfaction or even revenue disruptions
may hinge on the speed with which the IT organization can deliver updated integration
processes that incorporate changes in document schemas and transformations.
Responding to changes in document format and content requires completion of two
maintenance tasks:
1.

Updating the affected source or target document schema to reflect the new
document type or version

2.

Updating all of the data transformations that use the affected document
schema, to accommodate data format and content changes

The impact of document changes on data transformation maps can be especially
challenging to manage, particularly when dealing with very large documents involving
hundreds or thousands of transformations. Implementing all of the needed mapping
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changes demands exacting attention to minute details, and can be a tedious and lengthy
process.

Figure E7: A strategy for
automating the migration of data
transformations in response to
changes in source and target
document schemas.

Figure E7 depicts a Design-Time Automation strategy for migrating data transformation
maps, driven by metadata that defines the differences between a deprecated document
schema and its replacement. The strategy defines a three-stage migration process:
1.

Creating a document schema that defines the new document type needed for
the updated integration process by repurposing the original document
schema, generating a new schema from external document metadata, or
generating it from document instance data. Note that the old and new
document syntaxes may be the same (as when migrating from an older EDI
version to a newer one) or different (as when migrating from an old ERP flat
file interface to one that uses XML documents).

2.

Creating an “association map”, based on correspondences between the old
and new schemas, that records element- and structure-level associations and
type information. This step can be mostly automated, using heuristic patternmatching methods like the ones mentioned in Example 2 above.

3.

Driven by the association map created in step 1, repurposing the deprecated
data transformation map, by automating removal or generating a replacement
for each transformation rule that references any element that has been
deleted or modified in the new document schema.

If new transformation rules must be created to support data elements that were added
with the new document schema, they can be generated using the automated mapping
methods described in Example 2.
Using Design-Time Automation strategies like the one above to automate the
maintenance of data transformation maps can eliminate weeks of manual
remapping effort in a single project, but more importantly, it can reduce
unnecessary errors and testing time, by eliminating tedious, low-level human
decision-making.
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CONCLUSION
In most midsized and larger businesses, new integration requirements surface
continually, as changes occur to trading partner connections, application interfaces (both
on-premise and in the cloud), business processes, business documents (particularly
when trading partner-defined), business policies, IT platforms, and other business and IT
assets. And as application portfolio strategies continue to emphasize acquisition and
integration of commercial offerings over in-house development, the importance and cost
of business integration continue to rise.

Responding to new business integration requirements in a
timely manner is critical to business operations, and business
continuity. But without the right integration technology and
delivery strategies, the relentless influx of new B2B,
application, and data integration requirements can overwhelm
resource-constrained IT staffs. So finding faster and more
cost-effective ways to maintain and extend business
integration investments is a critically important concern.
Design-Time Automation targets this problem by focusing on reducing the most timeconsuming aspects of business integration – namely, the creation and maintenance of
business integration applications. Design-time automation produces integration
deliverables using multiple automation strategies, including metadata-driven generation,
generation from sample data, generation from history data, template-and scaffold-driven
generation, automated repurposing, and hybrids that combine object generation with
human decision inputs. Achieving significant time reductions across the entire Business
Integration lifecycle requires situational use of automation strategies that take into
account the desired object type(s), generation context, available inputs, and other
factors.
Integration modeling toolsets that effectively integrate Design-Time Automation strategies
can greatly reduce both the effort required to produce integration deliverables and the
incidence of common errors that inevitably result from low-level, manual specification.
This reduces project completion time and makes it possible for relatively junior IT staffers
to deliver sophisticated integration results within timeframes that would otherwise require
many years of integration experience.
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APPENDIX: DESIGN-TIME AUTOMATION WITH EXTOL BUSINESS
INTEGRATOR

EXTOL’s mission is to radically reduce the time, effort,
and cost of Business Integration. EXTOL is the first
integration middleware provider to offer design-time
tools that automate the most time-consuming and
expensive activities in the Business Integration lifecycle,
enabling businesses to save up to two-thirds of the time
required to complete business integration projects:
•

Automated Document Schema Generation (Metadata Importers and Generators)–
Reduces the time needed to create reusable document definitions for XML, EDI,
database, flat file, spreadsheet, SAP IDOC, and Oracle EC Gateway, by an average
of more than 95%.

•

Automated Data Transformation Mapping (Smart Mapping)–An integrated
extension to the EXTOL transformation rule editor that reduces mapping time by
70% or more compared to typical drag-and-drop mapping tools. The Smart Mapping
engine generates data transformation rules using a user-weighted combination of
four automated mapping methods - Attribute matching, Map Key matching,
Dictionary matching, and History matching.

•

Automated Business Process Generation (Project Builder)–Generates complete
business processes using a graphical scaffold, color-coded status cues, and guided
specification. Provides a learning path for inexperienced personnel, and reduces
delivery time for base-level integration patterns.

•

Automated Web Service Generation (Web Service Wizards)–Generates consumer
and provider services for SOAP and REST, plus transformation and business
process actions for integration with internal applications, SaaS applications, and
external service providers. Saves 50% or more of the time needed to deliver
equivalent services integration using web service toolkits.

•

Automated EDI Process Generation (EDI Process Wizards)–Generates project
containers and business process frameworks for inbound and outbound EDI
processing. Eliminates much of the guesswork involved in constructing multi-step
EDI integration applications and saves time that is otherwise needed to specify EDI
project objects individually.

•

Automated EDI Partner Endpoint Generation (EDI Provisioning Assistant)–
Automates creation of EDI partner endpoints by generation from sample partner
interchange data. Saves up to 90% of the time needed for manual configuration.

•

Automated Change Data Capture Configuration (Database Monitors and File
System Monitors)–Automates creation of database and file system triggers and
events for change data capture for Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, DB2i, and local file
systems. Saves 90% or more of the time needed for coded setup.

•

Automated Migration of Data Transformations (Migration Assistant)–Automates
migration of data transformation maps when changes occur to source or target
document versions, formats, and syntax categories (XML, EDI, database, flat file,
spreadsheet). Reduces related maintenance time by 70% or more.

These Design-Time Automation features are supported by EXTOL Business Integrator
(EBI), a platform-independent business integration middleware product, with seamless
support for “lights-out” business-to- business (B2B), Software as a Service (SaaS),
internal application (A2A) and data integration. EBI is designed to replace–and bridge the
gaps between–conventional EDI translators, data integration tools, business process
automation tools, web services toolkits, and data transformation toolkits.
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EBI spans this broad range of capabilities by providing a flexible set of integration
services, including process automation, data transformation, messaging and
communications, event management, scheduling, and adapter-based connections to
internal and external sources and targets, as well as process monitoring, auditing, and
governance tools. It integrates seamlessly with existing applications and business
processes, through business events, schedules, web services, file, database, or
message mediation, or explicit process invocations.

Figure A1: EXTOL Integration
Studio, depicted on the left,
incorporates multiple design-time
automation strategies that speed
delivery of integration
applications that use runtime
services provided by EXTOL
Business Integrator.

EXTOL Integration Studio, the design-time companion to EXTOL Business Integrator,
supports graphical specification of business processes, data transformations, events,
adapters, and other project deliverables without coding. It includes an integrated
collection of Design-Time Automation tools that target the most time-consuming and
error-prone aspects of integration, reducing the time needed to implement and maintain
integration processes by 60% or more.
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